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SUBRIEMANNIAN GEODESIC FLOW ON§7 

W. BAUER AND D. TARAMA 

ABSTRACT. We consider three non-isometric trivializable subriemannian struc-
tures on the Euclidean 7-sphere§7 of rank 4,5, and 6 which are induced by a 
Clifford module structure of配.In this paper we explain the geometric setting 
and start the analysis of the corresponding subriemannian geodesic flow. We de-
rive the geodesic flow equations and present an equivalent but more symmetric 
form of ODEs. In some c邸 eswe derive normal subriemannian geodesics as the 
projections of solutions to either of these systems and we construct some first 
integrals of the geodesic flow. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One aspect of subriemannian geometry concerns the study on the motions of a 

particle under non-holonomic constraints and, in particular, the structure of subrie-

mannian geodesic curves [7, 13, 16]. Although in general abnormal geodesics may 

exist on a subriemannian manifold (see [16, Chapter 3]) it often suffices to study the 

subriemannian geodesic flow and its projections to the manifold (normal geodesics). 

From an analytic point of view one may ask how the solutions to the geodesic flow 

are linked to the subelliptic heat kernel or spectrum of the induced hypoelliptic sub-

Laplace operators. Such questions have been studied in the literature for different 

examples but are not discussed here. 

In the present paper we start the analysis of a subriemannian geodesic flow on the 

seven-dimensional Euclidean sphere§7. This example serves as a model case which 

is not of Lie group type and to some extend is accessible to explicit calculations. 

More precisely, we study three different subriemannian structures onぎ whichwere 

previously introduced in [3]. The underlying bracket generating distributions are 

trivial as vector bundles of ranks 4,5 and 6 and are induced from a Clifford module 

structure on酎.We remark that§7 can naturally be treated as a subriemannian 

manifold in different ways [14, 15, 16]. Being an odd-dimensional sphere it carries 

a contact structure which defines a bracket generating distribution as the kernel of 

the contact one-form. Moreover, a lift of a Riemannian structure on the base聟 in

the quaternionic Hopf fibration§3→ 匂→ §4 induces a subriemannian structure 

onぎ ofrank four which seems to differ from the rank-4-structure in this paper. 

We remark that§15 can be equipped with a trivializable subriemannian structure 

of rank 8 (see [3]) which may be treated in a similar way. However, due to the 

fact that the tangent bundle of§15 is not trivial we cannot choose the same type of 

coordinates as in Section 2 in the case of§7. 

In Section 2 we recall some basic results in subriemannian geometry and we define 

three trivializable subriemannian geometries on§7 which are induced from a Clifford 

module structure on配， cf.[3]. According to a theorem of L. Hormander in [10], 

2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 53Cl 7, 53C22, 37K05. 
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these structures induce three second order subelliptic sub-Laplace operators△忙 on

§7. Their spectral theory has been studied before in [3]. 
A choice of anti-commuting skew-symmetric matrices A1, ... , A7 E戦(8)induces 

a trivialization of the tangent bundle T§7竺ぎ x記， cf. [1, 12]. In Section 3, 
via the natural identification of the tangent and cotangent bundles through the 

induced Riemannian metric from配 andthe above trivialization, we translate the 

symplectic structure of T守 tothe product manifold M =§7 x町.With respect to 

the coordinates of M we express the symplectic form, Hamiltonian vector fields and 

the induced Poisson bracket. In Proposition 3.8 we describe the Hamilton system 

(geodesic flow equations) induced from the principal symbols of the three different 

sub-Laplace operators△ rb subordinate to the above subriemannian structures of 

rank 4, 5, and 6. Finally, for each j E { 4, 5, 6} we introduce a second system of 

ODEs (HS)j which is equivalent to the previous one in the sense that it produces 

the same normal subriemannian geodesics. 

An advantage of the system (HS)i seems its symmetry with respect to the space 

and dual variables. Based on the observations in Section 3, we use (HS)i to calculate 

some subriemannian geodesic curves (in the case j = 6) and a set of first integrals 

of the subriemannian geodesic flow. These geodesic curves have been detected by 

different techniques already in [14, 16]. 

2. TRIVIALIZABLE SUBRIEMANNIAN STRUCTURES ON§7 

A subriemannian manifold is a triple (M紅，〈・,.〉),where M is a smooth connected 

oriented manifold (without boundary) and 1{ is a subbundle of the tangent bundle. 

Moreover, 〈・,.〉denotesa smoothly varying inner product on the fibers凡 CTxM. 

Let「(H)denote the space of all vector fields that take values in 1{. The subbundle 

1{ is called bracket generating or completely non-holonomic if at any point x E M 

the evaluations of vector fields in a finite sum of iterated commutators 

虚）＋ ［虚），r(H)]+ [虚）， [r(H),r(H)]] +・・・

span the tangent space TxM. An absolutely continuous curve , : [O, 1]→ Mis 

called horizontal or admissible ifう(t)E糾 t)for a.e. t E [O, 1]. A basic result in 

subriemannian geometry concerns global connectivity by horizontal curves: 

Theorem 2.1 (W.L. Chow [8], P.K. Rashevskii [17]). Let 1{ be bracket generating 
and M connected. Then any two points on M can be connected by a piecewise smooth 

horizontal curve. 

The metric on 1-l induces a length functional defined on horizontal curves'Y as 

above: 

応）＝！氾dt.

゜In a standard way one defines a distance (see [16]): 

d(x,y) :=inf{£(,) : "(smooth horizontal with ,y(O) = x and 1(1) = y}. 

Then, an absolutely continuous path , which locally realizes the distance is called 

a subriemannian geodesic. 

In [3] a class of subriemannian structures on§7 := { x E配： lxl = 1} with 
trivial bracket generating distribution has been obtained and we shortly recall the 

construction. We choose a set Xい...'ふ ofvector fields on配 whoserestriction to 
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§7 are orthonormal at any point. More precisely, let恥(8)denote the algebra of 8 x 8 

real matrices皿 dchoose A1, A2, ... , A1 E民(8)skew-symmetric with the Clifford 
anti-commutation relations 

(2.1) Aiふ +Akふ＝ー28jk, j, k = 1, ... , 7. 

These matrices Ai will be fixed throughout the paper. With respect to the standard 

coordinates x = (x1, ... , x8)l of配 wedefine the linear vector fields 

(2.2) 
8 8 

8 
8 

ふ：= X(Aj) =LL  (A1)i,£Xf-= L(Ajx)一
8 

釦 i 釦 ii=l£=1 i=l 
where J = 1 , ...'7. 

As is well-known, these vector fields restricted to§7 form a global orthonormal frame 

of T§7. The following bracket relations can easily be checked (cf. [3]): 

(a) Let i =J j, then [Xi,Xj] = -2X(Aふ），
(b) Let i, j, k be pairwise distinct, then [Xi, [ふぷ]]= 0, 

(c) Let i =J j, then [Xi, [Xi,X』=-4Xi. 

As a consequence, all iterated commutators of vector fields X1, ... , X7 are contained 

in 

刃：＝｛ふ=X(Ai), X(AjAk) : 1::; i::; 7 and lさj<kさ7}-

We also need the following observation: 

Lemma 2.2. Let X, Y, Z be vector fields on§7. With the standard Riemannian 
metric g on§7 we then have 

g(X,[Y,Zl) =g([Z,X],Y). 

Proof. We set X = Laふ， y= Lf3eふ andZ = L17ふ.At x E§7, one 
r=l P=l J=l 

easily verifies that 

(2.3) g(ぷ X(A心））＝〈Arx,A心x〉艮8l 

X 

where〈・,.厨 denotesthe standard Euclidean inner product on配. Inserting the 

above expansions and (a) gives 

g(X, [Y, z]t = t arf3t初g(ぷ [x心 it=-2 t戸叫Xr,X(A心））
r,£,j=l r,£,j~l £,t,j 

Using (2.3) together with the skew-symmetry of the matrices Ak implies 

(2.4) g(X, [Y, z]t = -2~ 年紐〈AjA心 x,x〉臼
r,£,j=l 

Note that〈AjA』rX,X〉炉=0 if j =£. Similarly we have 

(2.5) g(Y, [z,x]t = -2 t年 f3t'T/j〈A凸 Aex,x)R.8. 
r,£,j=l 

From the anti-commutation relations (2.1) one concludes that (2.4) and (2.5) coin-

cide. ロ
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With these notation we consider the distributions篤

国）x := spa限{(X山： £=1,... ,J}cT: 国 atx E§7, where j = 4, 5, 6. 

Let〈・,.〉sub,jdenote the restriction of the standard metric on§7 to的 Inother words 

for each j = 4, 5, 6 the metric is defined in such a way that [X心）：£=1, ... ,j] 

are orthonormal at any point x E§7. We obtain three subriemannian structures on 

§7 of rank 4, 5, and 6, respectively: 

(2.6) （ぎ，％〈•，•〉sub,j) where j = 4, 5, 6. 

The following result has been shown in [3, Theorem 4.4]: 

Theorem 2.3. The distributions凡 arebracket generating if and only if j E 

{4, 5, 6, 7}. 

To each of the subriemannian structures (2.6) we can associate a sum-of-squares 

operator which coincides with the intrinsic sub-Laplacian (see [2] for a definition): 

J 

(2.7) △ :;ub =一Lxf, j = 4,5,6. 
£=1 

Based on the bracket generating condition in Theorem 2.3 and H如 nander'sThe-

orem in [10], it is known that△ jub defines a subelliptic second order differential 

operator on§7. 

3. GEOMETRIC SETTING AND HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS 

Recall that the tangent bundle T§7 is trivial and a trivialization can be obtained 

via the above choice of vector fields: 

虚={L°'ふ(x):a=(a1,• .. ,aがE町}c酎， XE§7.
j=l 

Namely, we have a (bundle) map 

(3.1) <[>: Tぎ→ ぎ x町： (x, 苫ぷ(x))f-t (x,a1, ... ,aサ・

Note that the inclusion T§7→ ぎx賊8allows us to pull back the product Riemannian 

metric on§7 x配 toinduce a Riemannian metric on T§7. Then <[> is an isometric 

呻 eomorphism,as X心），．．．，ふ(x)form an orthonormal basis of T類 ateach 
XE§7. 

Let (x,v) E T§7竺ぎ x記.We can identify the double tangent space T(x,v)(T§ り
with 

T(x,v)(T§ り竺 T顛 XT, 虚7竺配 x記

Let 1r : T§7→ §7 denote the canonical projection and let g(・, •) be the standard 
Riemannian metric on§7. We identify the tangent and the cotangent bundles via 

the natural diffeomorphism cp : Tぎ→ T守 definedby rp(v) := g(v, •). Recall that 
via this identification the canonical one-form 8 on T§7 is defined through 

8(f) = g(a, d1r(f)t where (x, a) E Tx§7 and どETcx,a) (T§7). 
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Fix (x, a) Eぎ x町竺 T§7and let 1: (-r:;, c)→ T§1竺ぎ x艮7with 

1(s) = (x(s), a(s)) 

denote a smooth curve on T§7 such that 1(0) = (x(O), a(O)) = (x, a) and 

~ 
d 

＝ 
ds 

,(s) = (的(0)立(0))E 1; 睾 x尉竺 T(x,a)(Tぎ）．
s=O 

If we choose~in the form 

t = (芦f3Jふ(x),w)竺 (/3,w) E'T国 X'I',国 where f3J E股， j= 1, ・ ・ ・, 7, 

then we obtain for the differential 

7 

d畷） = x(O) = Lf3jふ(x)ET国．
j=l 

Hence, the canonical one-form is expressed as 

7 

(3.2) 成） = g(a, d畷））x = g(a,x(O))お =L叫 j=〈a,(3〉，
j=l 

where a=区aふ (x).In the last eq叫 itywe have identified a with (o:1, ... , o:7)f E 
j=l 

町 and/3 with (/31, ... , /3がE町.We write〈・,.〉forthe Euclidean inner product on 
配．

Let Ye for£= 1, 2 be vector fields on T§7. Then we have 

Ye:Tぎ→ T(Tぎ）空 T(§7X面）竺 T§7X T賊7竺ぎ x厨 x尉 x尉．

Moreover, for each (x, a) E§7 x町竺 Tぎ wehave 

Ye(x, a) E Tcx,a)(T§ り竺 T睾 XT, 虞 7竺彫 x町

With this identification we write Ye(x, a) = (応(x,a), Ye,2(x, a)) E町 x町

Remark 3.1. Note that for each a E町 weobtain a vector field on§7 via 

汀：＝恥(•,a): §7→ T§1. 

Moreover, at each point x E§7 we identify (Ypcりxwith a= (aい...,aがE町 where

片惰）＝区a心 (x). • 
£=1 

Let (x, a) E T§7竺ぎ x町 anddenote byら=(r.pi1l, r.pi2)) the local flow of the 

vector field Y1 = (Y1,1, Y1,2) in some region containing (x, a) for s E (-E, E), where 
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E > 0. From (3.2) we obtain 

筵 (Y2)I 
d 

(x,a) =□（花0叫x,a)) s=O 

d 
＝云〈亨(x,a),Y:i,1叫 (x,a)〉

s=O 
d ＝西伍Y2,1叫 (x,a)〉s=O+〈Y1,2(x,a), Y2,1(x, a)〉

=〈a,.Cy1Y2,1(x, a)〉＋〈Y1,2(x,a), Y2,1(x, a)〉
=〈a,[Y1, Y:i,1h(x, a)〉＋〈Y1,2(x,a), Y:i,1(x, a)〉,

where .C兄Y2,1(x,a) denotes the Lie derivative of Y2,1 along the vector field Y1.1 By 

interchanging the roles of Y1 and Y2 we also find 

疇 (Y1)l(x,a) =〈a,[Y2, Y1,1h(x, a)〉＋〈Y2,2(x,a), Yi,1(x, a)〉・
Next, consider the commutator [Y1, Y2] E T(Tぎ） with components [Y1, Y2]i and 

図凰 accordingto the above notation. From (3.2) and Remark 3.1 we have 

叫Y1,Y2]) =〈a,[Yi, Y2]i〉・
(x,a) 

We obtain a symplectic form on T§7竺 §7X町 inducedby the one on T咬

叫Yi,Y2) lcx,a) = -d8(Y1, ½) (x,a) = -[Y1利Y2)-Y28(Yjリー 8([Yi, Y2])] (x,a) 

=-[〈a,[Y1, Y2,1]i〉+〈Y1,2,Y2,1〉-〈a,[Y2, Y1,1]i〉-〈Y2,2,Y1,1〉-〈a,[Y1, Y2] 1〉]
(x,a) 

＝〈兄，2,Y1,1〉-〈Y1,2,Y2,1〉-〈a,[Y1, ぃY2,i]〉・

Lemma 3.2. The symplectic form on T§7竺 §7X 股7is given as 

D(Y1, Y2)1(x,a) =〈Y2,2,Y1,1〉-〈Y1,2知〉一〈a,[Y1,1, Y2,1]〉・

Recall that the Hamiltonian vector field XF and the gradient vector field grad F 

of a smooth function F : §7 x町→ 賊 aredefined by the following equations for all 

V E T(x,a) (T§ り：

dFcx,a) (V) =卯，a)(心v)and dFcx,a)(V) = g(grad(x,a)F, v) . 
(x,a) 

Here g(・, •) denotes the Riemannian metric on T§7. In what follows, we calculate 
the Hamiltonian vector field in terms of the gradient vector field. 

Set grad(x,a)F = Y = (Y1, Y2) E 7; 類 x町.With an arbitrary element 

V = (½, ½) E 配 x 厨 ~T国 X T, 墨7~T(x,a)(T§ り

1Note that [Y1, ½h = [Y1,1, Y2,1], where the left-hand side is the first component of the Lie 
bracket of the vector fields on T§7 and the right-hand side is the Lie bracket of the vector fields 
on§7. 
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we obtain 

〈Y1,Vi〉+〈Y2,怜〉＝り(grad(x,a)F,V) 

＝如，a)(ふ，v)

＝〈怜，(XF)i〉-〈(XFh,Vi〉一〈a,[(Xp)i, Vi]〉・

In particular, by choosing V1 = 0 we obtain 

7 

(3.3) (X凸 =(grad(x,a)F)2 =ど (grad(x,a)F)2,ixi. 
i=l 

7 

If we set Vi = 0 and use the identification町ぅ a竺〉匂心 thenwe have 
j=l 

〈(X凸，M〉=一〈a,[(X凸，Vi]〉一〈(gradに，n)F)l,Vi〉

=-gい[a,(Xp)i])-g((grad(x,n)F)1,Vi),

where in the second equality Lemma 2.2 has been applied. Hence: 

(X心＝（〈［（応）1, a] -(grad(x,n)F) 1ふ〉'...'〈[(X凸，a]-(grad戸）F)lふ〉）t. 

With (3.3) and the above identifications we obtain the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.3. Let F : §7 x記 竺 T*§7竺 T§7be a smooth Junction. Then the 

Hamiltonian vector field has the form 

応=(Y2, (〈[Y2,a] -Y1, ふ〉）f=l, ... ,J t E T§7 X厨

where grad(x,a)F = (Yi, Y2), 

Recall that the Poisson bracket of two smooth functions F, G : T*§7竺ぎ x記→

良 isdefined through 

{F,G}(x,a) =瓜，a)(XF,x司．
With the splitting of the gradient grad(x,a)G = (W1, W2) we obtain: 

{ F, G}(x, a)= O(x,a) ((Y2, [Y2, a] -Yi), (W2, [W2, a] -W1)) 

=〈[W2,a]-W凶〉一〈[Y2,a] -Y1, W2〉-〈a,[Y2, W: 叶〉

(3.4) =〈Yi,W2)―〈W1,Y2〉+〈a,[Y2, W2]〉・

In the last equation we have used Lemma 2.2 to simplify the expression. 

Lemma 3.4. Let F, G : T§7竺 §1X記→ 恥 besmooth functions with gradients 

grad(x,a)F = (Yi, Y2) and gradい）G = (W1, W2). Then the Poisson bracket of F 
and G is given as 

{F,G}(x,a) =〈Y1,W2〉-〈W1,Y2〉+〈a,[Y2, W: 叶〉・

In the next step we calculate the gradient of F in coordinates. This will lead to 

a coordinate form of the Poisson bracket. Fix a smooth function 

F: T§7~ ぎ x酎→股： (x, a) r-+ F(x, a), 
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and let (x, a) E§7 x町 befixed. Consider the local flows副，．．．，犀 ofthe vector 

fields X1, ... , X7 around x E§7. Then we obtain smooth curves 

d 
心~豆：（一E,E)ぅt→ゅiば：＝（』j)'a)E§7 X囮t7, with - 1/Jiば=(Xj(x), o). 

dt t=O 

Define th e translations Pt 
(j) 

: =a+ te7 on町 wheree. : 
J [ J j = 1, ... , k] denotes the 

standard orthonormal basis of配.Then we have 

d 
dF(ふ(x),o)= - f(副，a)= Xjf(・, a)し＝〈gradに，aif,eド〉，

dt t=O 

叫o,a~)= 羞 t=O f (x, pり） = a~/(x,a) =〈gradい）f,e比〉
From these relations we find: 

8F 8F t 
grad(x,a)F = (ふF,... ,X1F, ) E厨 x尉竺 T(x,a)(Tぎ）．釦 1'...'00:7

X=W  

In combination with (3.4) we can express the Poisson bracket on T§7 with respect 

to the above identifications. 

Lemma 3.5. Let F, G : T§7竺 §7X記→ 股 besmooth functions. Then the Poisson 

bracket induced from T官 andexpressed in the above coordinates is given by: 

7 7 
8G 8F 8G 8F 

{ F, G}(x, a)= L (XjF)• ー•（ふG)-2 L O:j 〈A心Arx,x〉訊
枷 j 00:j 00:r伽j=l r,j,£=1 

Proof. We use Lemma 3.4 and calculate the last term <W2,[a,½] >using the above 

observation. With the Riemannian metric g on§7 we obtain 

叫 [a,Y2]〉→（芦ごぷ［翌心芦。い］）
7 

= L句
8G 8F 

如 roac 
g(Xr, [Xj,Xt]t-

r,j,f=l 

Finally, relation (a) of Section 2 implies 

g(Xr, [Xj,Xc]t = -2〈Arx,A占 x〉Jl8= -2〈A凸 Arx,x〉訊

ロ

We reconsider the sub-Laplacians△忙 forj = 4, 5, 6 defined in (2.7). In the 

following we write p『8(x,a) for its principal symbol. Let w = (w1, ... , x8)t E§7 

be fixed and j E {1, ... , 7}. We consider the functions叱，wE 000国） defined at 

x=(x1, ... , 疇 E配 by

8 

叱，w(x):=〈Ajw,x〉恥s=区(A凸，q叩 Xr.
q,r=l 

Then, 

8 

XJ(w) := d叱，w(w)= L(A凸，q叫に ET,国， j= 1, ・ ・ ・, 7, 
q,r=l 
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are the dual elements to [Xj(w) : j = 1 ... , 7] in T, 国 andcan be considered as a 

basis of T:, ぎ inglobal coordinates. In fact, from (2.1) it follows 

叫）（ふ(w))~,i,;~ ）r評 ,dx,(喜,),,m三）
= -q,~l(A心(At)i,m匹匹＝一〈AjA£w,w〉 JR.8 =も，tlwl2=も，£・

More generally, with~= (6, ... , どが E町 andfixed w Eぎ weput 

7 

虹 (x,~) :=区訊q,w(x)E C00(尉 x尉）．
q=l 

Applying the differential d with respect to the x-variable shows 

7 

d虹(w,~) = I: いぷ(w)EI', 笠・
q=l 

Let j = l, ... , 7, then it follows by the same calculation as above: 

X心(w)~;言 8仇）パw,~(土 (A,)m,"叫xJ~w
＝一 LW己 (Aj)e)ん）i,n = -〈Aj出w,w〉股s=も，q・

n,i,f=l 

Therefore, it follows that Xぷ(・,~)lx=w =も.The principal symbol of△忙 for

j = 4,5,6 at a point (w, 区◎x;(w)) takes the value: 
q=l 

P『s(w翌心(w))=凰~exp (-t虹 (w,叶））△；ub exp (tww(パ）） x=w 

1 
= -lim -

2 t→ 00 t exp(tiirw(w,l))L対exp(tww(パ）） =L且
l=l x=w l=l 

According to the above identification T*§7竺 §7X 恥7we express the principal 

symbol of△忙 on§7x記 inthe form 

J 

叩(w,a)= La;. 
f=l 

Lemma 3.6. The Hamiltonian vector field XP『sassociated to the principal symbol 

of the sub-Laplacian△ jub acts on functions F E C00(§7 X尉） in the following form: 

知 (F)(x,a) = 2 Lat(ふF) 一 LB八x,a)•
8F 

£=1£=1  
如/

(3.5) 
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where the coefficient functions Be in the second sum are given by: 

7 

恥，a):=4 L 立知m〈A心 Arx,x〉即・
m=J+l r=l 

Proof. According to Lemma 3.5, we have 

知 (F)(x,a)= { F,p了}= {F, 芦叫
7 

=L (ふF)
呪s 8F 7 

- (X閤）ー2L am 
吻c8F 

凶AmArx,x〉炉
£=1 如 e 8ae "'-v--'8ar 8ae 

=0 
r,m,£=1 

J 7 J 
8F 

=2L叫XpF)-4LLい r 〈A心 Arx,x〉炉・
f=l m,f=l r=l aap 

From the Clifford relations (2.1) we find that 

J J 

LL°'m叫AtAmArx,x〉]RS= Q, 
m=l r=l 

and therefore (3.5) follows. 口

Remark 3.7. In case of the standard Lapla玲 Beltramioperator△ ＝△砂 on§7

we obtain that XPts(F) = 2~ 山（ふF)since Be = 0 for C = 1, ... , 7. • 
£=1 

Proposition 3.8. For j = 4, ... , 6 the Hamiltonian system corresponding to the 
principal symbol p『sof△ ?b is given by 

(3.6) (ふa)=賢 (x,a)=(2戸心(x),-B1(x, a), ... , -B7(x, a)). 

Note that a projection toぎ ofa solution to (3.6) defines a horizontal curve on (2.6). 

Example 3.9. Let j = 6, then we obtain for C = 1, ... , 7: 

(3.7) 

6 

凡(x,a)=4a7 L 叫A心 Arx,x〉”
r=l 

In particular, B7 = 0 since A号＝ーIand Ar is skew-symmetric. Let q E§7 and 

choose p = (p1, ... , pがEJR.7 with IPI = 1. Consider the following curve on撃

叫=exp (-tp7A7) exp (tA(p))q where A(p) :=芦凸
We construct aq(t) such that (xq(t),aq(t)) fort E (-E,E), where E > 0, solves (3.6) 
and hence xq(t) is a normal subriemannian geodesic curve. In fact, consider 

叫＝；（〈四(p)q(t),A凸 (t)〉11?.8'...'〈XA(p)q(t),A7xq(t)〉恥s)・

A direct calculation shows that 

(3.8) 祝＝一p1A舌 +XA(p)q and 〈xq,A凸〉股8= 0. 
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The first equation in (3.6) is obtained from the fact that [Aがrq: £= 1, ... , 7] forms 

an orthonormal basis of T 7 
Xq 
§and 

6 6 

(3.9) 2区(aq)£A£Xq=区〈四(p)q,A£Xq〉冦sA巧=XA(p)q -〈XA(p)q,A凸〉股sA7Xq
£=1£=1  

together with〈XA(p)q,A1Xq足=p7. We verify the second equation in (3.6). From 

(3.8) and the observation that A(p)2 = -lpl2 I = I it follows: 

1 1 
(aq)£= 2〈XA(p)q,A£X心 +2〈XA(p)q,A£Xq〉野

=パ -p1A江 A(p)q-Xq, A£X心＋｝〈XA(p)q,-p凶 A1Xq+A江 A(p)q〉即
＝―誓〈ふXA(p)q,A四〉即ーり〈XA(p)q,A』7Xq〉配
~{-h〈XA(e),,A凸〉野'if£ヂ7,
゜

if£= 7. 

In particular, (崎=0 = B7. It follows that 

(3.10) (aq¥三（崎(0)=~ 〈A(p)q,A1q〉＝巴．
股8 2 

Finally, in the case of£E {1, ... , 6} it follows from (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10) that: 

恥 q,aq) = 4(aq)7いと図）ふXq心q〉
炉

r=l 

= 2(崎〈A心 (xA(p)q-p7A7xq),xq〉
= -p7〈XA(p)q,A心 x心=(aq)£ 即

• 

4. ON  A HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM AND NORMAL GEODESICS 

We calculate families of normal subriemannian geodesics onぎ forthe subrieman-

nian structures introduced above, using a Hamiltonian system on酎 x記 Inthe 

case where the distribution has co-rank 1 (i.e. j = 6) the formulas we present have 

been previously derived in [13, Proposition 5] based on more general results in [16, 
Theorem 1.26]. 

With j E { 4, 5, 6} consider the subriemannian Hamiltonians defined by: 

Hj,sub: 酎 x酎→股： Hj,sub(パ）＝—
1 
2区〈Aパ〉；8. 

£=1 

Correspondingly we obtain three Hamiltonian systems: 

.
x
.
g
 

,

V

、

j
 

‘、,＇ー，s
 

国

暉 j,sub
J 

＝ 淡 =L <Apx,~〉訊占x,
f=l 

aHj,sub 
J 

＝一
ax 

=L〈A江，砂〉IRsAtf
f=l 
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If (x(t), ~(t)) for t E (-E, E), where E > 0, is a solution to (HS)j then the "dual 

curve"~(t) is tangent to a sphere and starting at a point 邸 =~(O) E§7 it defines 
a curve on§7. In relation to the subriemannian geodesic flow (3.6), we have the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. The Hamiltonian system (HS)j can be restricted to T§7 C配 x配．

The restriction of (HS)j to T§7 is equivalent to the system (3.6) of the subrieman-

nian geodesic flow induced from the standard symplectic structure on T守．

Proof. Recall that Tぎ isregarded as the submanifold of記 x記 definedthrough 

〈x,x〉政8 = 1, <x,~〉艮s= 0. Let (x,~): [0,1]→ ぎ x記 bea solution to (HS)j and 
for C = l, ... , 7 define 

a= (a1, ... , aが where al :=~ <Atx,~〉応

Then the first equation in (HS)j implies that x = 2 L凸 xwhich gives the first 
£=1 

equation in (3.6). Moreover, for r = 1, • • • , 7, we have 

1 1 
年 =2〈Aふ心 +2〈Arx,i〉即

＝；芦[〈Acx,叫〈A心叫＋〈Acx,叫〈Arx,A叫］

＝ー区〈A江，砂〉艮8 〈Acx,Ar~〉訊
£=1 
£,j,r 

On the other h皿 d:

7 J 

Bt(x, a)=ーLL〈Amx,贔〈Arx,如〈A心Amx,x〉炉
m=l r=l 

坪 r

＝ーさ〈Aパ〉..〈A心と〈A,,.x,C〉Amx,x,〉即
r=l m=l 

j 

＝一こ〈A江，（〉JR8 〈A心~,x〉訊
r=l 
£,t,r 

By skew-symmetry of Ap we obtain that ap = -Bp(x,a) for£= 1, ... , 7 which 

implies the second set of equations in (3.6). 

Conversely, assume that a solution (x, a) : [O, 1]→ §7 X即 to(3.6) is given. Then 

we define a curve t: [O, 1]→ 配 via:

J 

~:=2Lい江・
f=l 
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Note that〈ふx〉JR8三 0due to the skew-symmetry of Ae. Since 2位＝〈Aex,.;〉即 we

immediately obtain the first equation in (H Bk 

j j 

:i; =2L叫邸=L〈A江，く〉此占X.

£=1£=1  

Finally, note that 

(4.1) 
J 

t=2L [幻加+a心］
l=l 

j 

= 2 L [ -Be(x, a)Aex + 2叫心％年］．
l=l q=l 

We calculate the first sum: 

J 7 J 

LBパx,a)Aex=-LLL〈Amx,(〉]RS〈Arx,(〉]RS〈A心 Amx,x〉]RSA江
£=1 £=1 m=l r=l 

j 

＝一区〈A心，砂〉Jll.8〈Ae摩，x〉R占 x
r,£=1 

絆r

j 

=-2L 叫Ae~,Arx〉R占X = 0, 
r,£=1 

as AcAr = -ArAR if r -/-/i, and〈Ae(,Acx〉炉＝〈もx〉JRB. According to our definition 
of (we conclude from (4.1): 

J J 

t=4I: 叩 qA心 X = 2La£ 賦=I: 〈A,x,(〉RsAt(,
R,q=l f=l f=l 

which proves the second equations in (HS)1・ 口

Letく(t)= (x(t), ~(t)) be a solution to the system (HS)J withく(0)= (xo, fo) E 
ぎ x町.Then the projection x(t) is called a normal subriemannian geodesic. Note 

that x(t) is a horizontal curve, i.e. x(t) E§7 with x(t) E (H山(t)for each t. 

More precisely, sufficiently short arcs of x(t) are length minimizing subriemannian 

geodesics. By the form of (HS)J, x(t), ~(t) are horizontal curves on§7 if x(O), ~(O) E 

訊 respectively.

Lemma 4.2. Let J E恥(8)be an arbitrary matrix and ((t) = (x(t), ~(t)) be a 

solution to the system (H S)J. Then 

d 
記Jx,~〉JR8= I: 〈A江，如〈[J,Aバパ〉訊

f=l 

In pa廿icular,t→〈Jx(t),~(t)> is constant if [ J, Ae] = 0 J or all /i, = 1, ... , j. 

Proof. The statement follows by a direct calculation. In fact: 

d 
五〈Jx,伽＝〈Jx,叫＋〈Jx,t〉訊
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The assertion follows by inserting the equations in (HS)j into the right hand side 

and using the skew-symmetry of At, ロ

Example 4.3. Choose J =I= identity. Then <x,~圧 isconstant along a solu-

tion of (HSk In particular, x(t) and~(t) remain orthogonal if x(O) and的(0)are 

orthogonal. • 

We start by calculating the simplest type of normal subriemannian geodesics. 

Let q E§7 and a= (a:1, ... ,aj)i E罠j.Consider the great circle onぎ definedby 

叫：= exp (tA(a))q where 
J 

A(a) := L aeAe. 
f=l 

From the anti-commutation relation (2.1) we conclude that A(a) is skew-symmetric 
with A(a)2 = -lal2J. Therefore, we have 

sin (tlal) 
叫 t)= cos (tlal)・q +・A(a)q, 

lal 

where lal2 = L 叶 Notethat加 (t)is horizontal on智 withrespect to的 Put
f=l 

品(t):= ra,A(a)it) = exp (tA(a))A(a)q. 

Then we obtain 

こ〈A心 (t)ふ (t)〉股BA心 (t)= t〈Aeexp(tA(a))q,A(a) exp (tA(a))q〉]RSA心 (t)
f=l f=l 

＝区叫パt)= A(a) exp (tA(a))q =加(t).
f=l 

Hence the pair (x(t), ~(t)) = ha(t), 品(t))solves the first equation of (HS)j. A 
similar calculation shows that the second equation in (HS) j is fulfilled, as well. 

p ropos1t10n 4.4. For j E { 4, 5, 6} and each a E応 thegreat circle叫 t)defines 
a normal subriemannian geodesic on§7 with respect to the subriemannian structure 

ぼ，的〈・,.〉sub,j)・

In order to enlarge the family of geodesics obtained in Proposition 4.4, we consider 

the cases j E { 4, 5, 6} separately. If j = 6, then normal geodesics can be constructed 

via [16, Theorem 1.26] (see [13, Proposition 5]). From 

X= 区〈x,A氏〉艮sAe~= ー区〈Atx,~〉政sAt~+ 〈x,~〉民s~,
f=O f=l 

7 7 

~=L〈~,Aex〉R山X=L〈~,Aex〉認山x+ 〈x,~〉炉x,
f=O f=l 

and (HS)6 we obtain the equivalent equations 

{ t = -x- 〈A汀，く〉R国＋〈x,~〉耐，
x =~ ー〈A7x,~〉良8ふx- 〈x,~〉即X.
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If we assume that the initial data (x0, fo) = (x (0), ~(0)) are orthogonal, then <x,~〉]RB= 

0 according to Example 4.3 and we arrive at the simplified system 

(4.2) { t = -x-〈A汀，（厨舷，

わ=~ 一〈A1x,~足A江，

which we can solve explicitly (see Example 3.9). Let q E§7 and fix a= (a1, ... , aが€
町 Considerthe following curve starting at q: 

16,a,q(t) := exp (-ta7ん）exp (tA(a))q where A(a) =~aeAe. 
f=l 

In Example 3.9 we already have seen that 16,a,q defines a subriemannian geodesic 

starting at q. Here we reprove the result using the Hamilton system (HS)B. First, 

we show the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.5. 16,a,q(t) is horizontal with respect to糾

Proof. It suffices to show thatう6,a,q(t) is orthogonal to A打6,a,g{t)at t E股. Note 

that 

(4.3) 'Y6,a,q(t) = -a7A716,a,q(t) + 16,a,A(a)q(t). 

Hence, we obtain: 

〈況，a,q(t),A打6,a,q(t)に＝一幻＋〈exp(-ta山）A(a) exp (tA(a))q, A打6,a,q(t)〉野

＝呵＋〈A(a)exp (tA(a))q, A7exp (tA(a))q〉
]RB 

＝一年＋叫ふexp(tA(a))qド=0. 

This shows that assertion. 口

In order to verify that "'(6,a,q(t) for each a E町 definesa subriemannian geodesic 

for the structure induced by the distribution柏 wedefine: 

~6,a,q(t) := "'(6,a,A(a)q(t) = exp (-ta1A1) exp (tA(a))A(a)q. 

．． 
Proposition 4.6. For each a E尉 withlal = 1 the curve r6,a,q(t) := ("'16,a,q(t), ~6,a,q(t)) 
solves the Hamiltonian system (HS)6 under the initial condition f 6,a,q(O) = (q, A(a)q). 

In particular, 勺6,a,qdefines a subriemannian geodesic with respect to糾

Proof. According to Lemma 4.5 the curve加 a,q(t)is horizontal with 

(4.4) う6,a,q= -a7A1"'(6,a,q + "'16,a,A(a)q = -a7A1"'(6,a,q +~6,a,q· 

It follows that 
6 

怜，a,q=区〈'Y6,a,q,At"Y6,a,q〉民"A訂6,a,q= t⑮, a,q, At"Y6,a,q 〉艮"A訂6,a,q•
f=l f=l 

Hence the first equation of (HS)6 is fulfilled with x = ,a,q and~=~a,q·Applying 
Lemma 4.5 again gives: 

知，a,q='Y6,a,A(a)q E span{ Ac,6,a,A(a)q : £= 1, ... , 6} 

= span{A心，a,q: £= 1, ... , 6}. 
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Hence, 

(4.5) 

6 

如，q=I: 〈知，q,A心，a,q〉ffi.SA心，a,q・
f=l 

From (4.3) we have 

匂，q='16,a,A(a)q = -a7A心，a,q+ "/6,a, 炉(a)q

= -a7A心，a,q-lal2"/6,a,q = -a7A心，a,q-"/6,a,q・ 

By inserting the last relation into (4.5) we observe that the second equation in (HS)6 

is also solved by (x, f) = ("!6,a,q, f6,a,q)- ロ

Now let j = 5, then we can rewrite (HS)s in the form: 

疇： { t = -x+〈x,A贔 A吠＋〈x,A贔 A1f+〈x,f〉峠

わ =t-〈f,A6x〉JRBA5X-〈f,A1x〉政sA7x-〈x,f〉炉x.

Remark 4.7. Note that A1, ... , A5 commute with 

J E {I,A6ふ，ふA2---A5,A直2... ふ｝

and based on Lemma 4.2 we obtain four constants of motion. 

Let (パ） be a solution to (HS)5, then (パ） solve (ii轟 andwe obtain: 

• 

7 7 
d 2 

dt L 〈Aパ〉股8=2 L〈Arx,ど〉股8[〈Aふ如＋〈Arx,釧〉股s]
r=6 r=6 

7 

=2L <Arx,~〉ffi.8[ -〈~-〈~,A6x〉即心x- 〈も知〉RsA1x -〈x,砂〉炉x,Ar~〉 ＋ 
炉

r=6 

7 +〈Arx,-x+〈x,A贔撃＋〈x,A贔舷＋〈x,~〉恥送〉ffi.8]

=2L〈A江，（〉ffi.8[侭， A5虐〈A6x,A恥＋〈~,A汀足〈A7x,Arむ〉 ffi.8 十
r=6 

+〈x,A贔〈Arx,A6~ 〉即＋〈x,A汝厨〈Arx,A1か)Ills]

=4 t〈A江，如〈A江，叫〈Aex,Ar如=0. 
r,f=6 rヂ£

Hence, we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.8. The function 

C: §7 X酎→賊： F(q,() := L〈Arq,(〉し
r=6 

defines a first integral of the subriemannian geodesic flow on§7 with respect to知

Remark 4.9. With the notation in (2.2) consider the second order operator on§ 匹

L5 := -X(A叶ーX(Aヂ＝△§1 —•; ~b-
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Since each vector field X(AJ) is induced by a flow of isometries it commutes with 

the Laplace-Beltrami operator△炉 on§7.From this it follows that 

[L5, △忙]= [L5, △ s1 -L叶=0. 

Moreover, the function C in Lemma 4.8 is the symbol of伝 andhence Poisson 

commutes with the subriemannian Hamiltonian H5,sub・By this observation one 

obtains a second proof of Lemma 4.8. • 

As before, if x(O) and ((0) are orthogonal, then〈x,(〉股s= 0 and we obtain the 

reduces system of equations 

(4.6) 
{ t = -q+〈x,A6(〉バ＋〈x,A贔 A心

x =(一〈ふA研厨A研一〈ふA1x厨A汀・

5. OPEN PROBLEMS 

Above we have obtained solutions to the system (HS)i and first integral of the 

subriemannian geodesic flow in some special cases, cf. Proposition 4.4, 4.6 or Lemma 

4.8. We will postpone a more systematic discussion of the geodesic equations to 

a future work. Finally, we mention some open problems in the analysis of the 

subriemannian geodesic flow on§7 described in this paper. For j = 4, 5, 6: 

(A) Derive explicit solutions to (HSk In particular, given two points A, BE訊
can we find a normal subriemannian geodesic explicitly induced by (HS)j and 

connecting A and B? A solution to this problem may, at least locally, lead 

to an explicit form of the Carnot-Caratheodory distance onぎ withrespect 

to (H Sk We mention that such an expression could be also derived from 

the small time expansion of the heat kernels for the corresponding subelliptic 

sub-Laplacians (2.7). However, to our knowledge, an explicit expression of 

these heat kernels is unknown in the cases j =/-6, 7. 

(B) Decide whether the subriemannian geodesic flow induced by (HS)i is com-

pletely integrable in the sense of Liouville. In particular, can we find seven, 

linearly independent, and Poisson commuting first integrals explicitly? 

(C) Compare the subriemannian structures on§7 considered in the present paper 

with the one induced by the quaternionic Hopf fibration [14, 15, 16]. 
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